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Star Conflict has become so bad since they added destroyers. Now they keep adding "buildable" ships into the game on a
concept similar to destroyers, none of those ships are reasonably possible to earn without real money. It is now becoming rare to
find a match, without every single players using destroyers. Something that is far less rare, 1vs1 or 2vs2 match, because the
game is lacking players (mostly due to the game being bad since the greedy devs keep releasing content only available with real
money). Unplayable as is or at least not playable with enjoyment. Avoid this DLC like all the other paid content until it isn't too
late.. If you are to spend money on the game this DLC is Recommended & Worth it in the Long Run! YOu get forever
Permanent 10% bonus to loyalty gain and a 10% bonus to ships synergy gain and 10k GS. Just DO NOT spen ur GS on Synergy
transfer. FREE SYNERGY TRANSFER from ship to ship is a SCAM! P.S.. the pricing is BONKERS for internet spaceships
but.. Overpriced even on half price. Don't waste money on this game.. Star Conflict has become so bad since they added
destroyers. Now they keep adding "buildable" ships into the game on a concept similar to destroyers, none of those ships are
reasonably possible to earn without real money. It is now becoming rare to find a match, without every single players using
destroyers. Something that is far less rare, 1vs1 or 2vs2 match, because the game is lacking players (mostly due to the game
being bad since the greedy devs keep releasing content only available with real money). Unplayable as is or at least not playable
with enjoyment. Avoid this DLC like all the other paid content until it isn't too late.. the pricing is BONKERS for internet
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spaceships but.. The good, the bad, and the very ugly. The good: +10k GS +10% more synergy and vouchers +2 points in your
fleet strenght The bad: rank 6 and 9 ships, neither one of those ships are going to help you get resources for a
destroyer/premium/special ship. the increase of your personal storage is also in a cheaper DLC pack, so you get nothing extra
from it here. and the same goes for the colouring. in short, you pay more, but you're not getting more. The very ugly:
overpriced, even at 50%.
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